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Founded in 1966 by Huey Newton and Bobby Seale as a grassroots organization, the Black Panther Party
achieved national and international prominence through their local activities and global ideas. By employing the
concepts of spaces of dependency and spaces of engagement, I detail the spatial transformations associated with
the evolving political thought of the Black Panther Party. I chart how the four ‘‘moments’’ of the Black Panther
Party’s doctrine (black nationalism, revolutionary nationalism, revolutionary internationalism, and intercom-
munalism) are geographically contingent, and argue that these four moments demonstrate, both ideologically
and materially, how space matters within the political thought of black radical intellectuals. Despite considerable
work within geography in articulating alternative conceptions of race and racism, serious lacunae remain. The
concepts associated with black separatism, black radical thought, and, crucially, the Black Power Movement have
received minimal attention in the geographic literature. And yet fundamental geographic concepts, including
territoriality and scalar politics, are key components of black separatism and black power. I argue that a case study
of the Black Panther Party provides insights into the fundamental questions of social justice and public space.
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W
riting in 1971, Bobby Seale, cofounder of the
Black Panther Party, explained: ‘‘when I met
Huey P. Newton, the experience of things I’d

seen in the black community—killings that I’d witnes-
sed, black people killing each other—and my own ex-
perience, just living, trying to make it, trying to do
things, came to the surface’’ (Seale 1991, 12). Seale
identified an immediate dimension to spatial struggles
for social justice, that his motivation behind the de-
mands for social change were grounded on personal ex-
periences and observations. The history of Seale, Newton,
and the Black Panther Party is that of a grassroots or-
ganization initiated by two young college students at-
tempting to understand the poverty and violence that
characterized their communities. The Black Panther
Party articulates crucial alternative spatial conceptions
of urban politics and the quest for social justice. This
article bridges four main areas of inquiry: radical black
thought (Boyd 1998; Dawson 2001; Joseph 2001; Tyner
2003; Tyner and Kruse 2004); territoriality (Sack 1983,
1986; Storey 2001; Cox 2002); scalar politics (Swynge-
douw 1997; Cox 1998; Marston 2000); and the con-
testation of public space (Mitchell 1996a, 1996b, 2003;
Domosh 1998; McCann 1999).

Within geography and certain other social sciences,
the concepts and movements associated with black
separatism and black power have received little atten-
tion (Hall 1977; Joseph 2001). This lacunae speaks to a
larger neglect of the political and theoretical contribu-

tions of radical black activists (Boyd 1998; Bogues 2003).
The Black Panther Party, and the Black Power Move-
ment in general, were not, however, solely focused on
separatism as an end point. Indeed, the geograph-
ic strategies employed by the Black Panther Party were
contextually specific. This observation challenges a
dominant misunderstanding of the Black Panther Party
as radical militants bent only on the establishment of a
separate black community.

In part these gaps are the result of misunderstandings
perpetuated both in academia and in the media. For
example, in history textbooks, college classrooms, films,
and popular celebration, African American protest
movements in the North appear as ancillary and subse-
quent to the ‘‘real’’ movement in the South (Theoharis
2003, 2). Northern, urban-based black radical activities,
moreover, have been perceived as disorganized and
uncoordinated, and as facades for criminal activities.
As Theoharis (2003, 11) contends, however, these
‘‘struggles were not anarchic, spontaneous outpourings
of anger but well-organized social protest.’’ Self (2003,
94) likewise observes that it is customary now to see
‘‘Northern and Pacific Coast cities not as places where
civil rights organizing stalled or failed but as places
where the postwar black freedom movement took un-
ique forms and trajectories, where African American
politics overlapped with the racialized logic of urban
industrial and postindustrial capitalism, and where a
dynamic black political culture nurtured multiple strat-
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egies and ideologies of resistance, accommodation, and
liberation.’’

The Black Power Movement is also portrayed by some
as the ‘‘evil twin’’ that wrecked the Civil Rights Move-
ment (see Theoharis 2003), sparking a reticence to
consider the Black Power Movement given the prevail-
ing negative association of violence with political radi-
calism. We should mind Mitchell’s (2003, 5) argument,
however, that spatial struggles, especially those that
represent the only way that social justice can be ad-
vanced, are ‘‘never without danger of violence’’ and that
how this ‘‘potential for violence is policed, encapsulat-
ed in law, sublimated in design, or turned toward either
regressive or progressive ends makes all the difference
in the world.’’ The fact that the Black Power Move-
ment advocated violence—or more properly, did not
forward nonviolence as a strategy—hardly justifies aca-
demic silence. Moreover, a simple ‘‘North/South’’ di-
chotomy of the Civil Rights Movement, frequently
personified as a contrast between Martin Luther King Jr.
and Malcolm X, fails to convey adequately the geo-
graphic contingency of the many and varied strategies
employed by activists.

While not imparting too much of a dichotomy, the
different spatial expressions of the overall Civil Rights
Movement must be better acknowledged. In northern
and western cities, for example, de facto rather than de
jure segregation was largely the norm. One might argue
that without legally prescribed racialized spaces, the
contestation for African American social justice was
spatially more ambiguous. Therefore, whereas many of
the southern-based civil rights campaigns were pre-
dicated on integration (e.g., the lunch counter sit-ins,
school desegregation), a prime focus articulated by
Malcolm X, and later by the Black Panther Party, was a
control of their own communities rather than integra-
tion into white communities. Theirs was a very different
geographical understanding of the Civil Rights Move-
ment, one based on separation; power within one’s own
community was paramount. Although a geographic en-
gagement with black separatism and radical black
thought remains minimal, geographers have considered
other examples of separatism (see also Wilson 2000). For
example, many groups have sought to separate them-
selves and their territories from the governing state as a
means of defending their separate identities. Such
studies document the importance of territory and terri-
toriality, which are key components of the Black Power
Movement (see also Tyner 2004).

The work of Robert Sack, Kevin Cox, David Storey,
and others has highlighted the multifaceted context of
territoriality. In particular, the study of territoriality has

been invigorated with recent discussions of scalar poli-
tics. Cox (1998, 2), for example, questioned the con-
ceptions of ‘‘fixed’’ scales, such as local, regional, or
global, as terms that speak of ‘‘closed spaces defining a
set of enclosures each with their own politics: local
politics within the territorial bounds of local govern-
ments, national politics within those of the nation state.’’
He asked: ‘‘is it defensible to conceptualize the scales of
activity so constructed in areal terms?’’ Marston (2000,
220) raised similar concerns, arguing that ‘‘scale is not
necessarily a preordained hierarchical framework for or-
dering the world—local, regional, national and global. It
is instead a contingent outcome of the tensions that exist
between structural forces and the practices of human
agents.’’

That the scaled territorial politics of the Black Power
Movement were (and are) played out largely in public
space provides the motivation for my fourth area of in-
quiry. The concept of urban public spaces—of streets,
parking lots, shopping malls, and parks—pervades nu-
merous discussions in geography, planning, and related
disciplines (McCann 1999, 167). Often inspired by the
writings of Henri Lefebvre, these studies have attempted
to gain insight into the contestation of public spaces
and the ‘‘right’’ to the city. Indeed, as Lefebvre (2003,
19) suggests, revolutionary events generally take place
in the street. The street serves as a meeting place,
a spontaneous theater characterized by disorder: ‘‘All
the elements of urban life, which are fixed and redun-
dant elsewhere, are free to fill the streets and through
the streets flow to the centers, where they meet and
interact, torn from their fixed abode’’ (Lefebvre 2003,
18–19). The streets are simultaneously contested, reg-
ulated, and resisted. Movement and interaction are
‘‘both obligatory and repressed.’’

The purpose of this article, therefore, is to examine
the scalar territorial politics of the Black Panther Party as
manifested in public space. Drawing insight from Cox’s
dualism of ‘‘spaces of dependence’’ and ‘‘spaces of en-
gagement’’ (Cox 1998), I consider how territoriality is
invoked in the discursive and material practices of the
Black Panther Party. Cox’s approach recognizes local
politics as embedded in processes occurring at higher and
lower levels of abstraction and reality. A case study of
the Black Panther Party as such provides insight into the
fundamental questions of social justice and public space.
I follow the lead of Mitchell (2003, 4) in asking: ‘‘Who
has the right to the city and its public spaces? How is
that right determined—both in law and on the streets
themselves? And how does that right—limited as it
usually it, contested as it must be—give form to social
justice in the city?’’
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Territoriality and Black Separatism

The sustained interest in concepts of territory and
territoriality (Sack 1983, 1986; Cox 2002; Storey 2001)
provides a good opportunity to consider the geographies
of black separatism, particularly those espoused by par-
ticipants labeled under the rubric of the Black Power
Movement. Territory and territoriality are defining con-
cepts of political geography in that they bring together
the ideas of power and space: territories as spaces that
are defended, contested, claimed against the claims of
others through territoriality (Cox 2002, 1). Black sepa-
ratism is predicated on territoriality. Our understanding
of black separatism, territoriality, and indeed the emer-
gence of black nationalism has been hamstrung, how-
ever, by myopic concepts of assimilation and integration,
as geographers have not adequately addressed the nu-
ances that differentiate separation and segregation, a
distinction that is critical for understanding the alter-
native geographies espoused by disenfranchised and
marginalized groups. Assimilation and integration are
seen by many such groups as disciplinary techniques by
which dominant groups exert their power over others.

There is no single theory or movement called ‘‘Black
Separatism.’’ Rather, various organizations and social
movements have advocated historically some form of
territory-based separation. Some movements demanded
a separate ‘‘territory’’ or ‘‘nation-state’’ in the United
States. The Forty-Ninth State Movement, for example,
founded in 1934, forwarded the idea of establishing a
‘‘49th’’ state in the United States for African Americans.
Other movements encouraged and/or facilitated African
Americans to return to Africa. Perhaps the best-known
‘‘Back-to-Africa’’ campaign was that of Marcus Garvey,
who proposed the formation of a strong African state
that would serve as home to members of the African
diaspora. Also, Paul Cuffee founded the American Col-
onization Society in 1816, a movement associated with
the establishment of Liberia in 1822 as an African
‘‘homeland’’ for manumitted slaves and ‘‘free blacks.’’
Aside from these schemes were local movements, in-
cluding attempts to found black-controlled communities
within the United States. In 1879, for example, ‘‘Pap’’
Singleton, known colloquially as the ‘‘Black Moses,’’ led
an exodus of Southern blacks to Kansas.

Despite the diversity of separatist movements, some
core concepts are identifiable. Black separatism is geared
not only to eliminate black oppression, but also to en-
hance black culture and black lifestyles (Hall 1977). In
this way, separatist movements are as much cultural
movements as they are political and economic. Claude
McKay, Langston Hughes, and other black artists and

intellectuals wrote and spoke about the African home-
lands, which, according to Hall (1977, 6), while not
necessarily expressions of separatism per se, were indi-
cations that ‘‘Africa’’ no longer had the same kind of
negative pejorative meanings for blacks as it did for
whites. Separatist movements were, and are, also socio-
spatial critiques of racist institutions. In other words, a
physical separation may not always be the intended goal.
Separatist activities may coexist in ‘‘integrated’’ neigh-
borhoods, for example.

Although these movements remained part of the
American landscape throughout the antebellum and
postbellum periods, Hall (1977, 5) documents that black
separatism, through whatever medium, was a reaction by
relatively few individuals. At the beginning of the
twentieth century, however, there emerged a transfor-
mation of black nationalism and, consequently, black
separatism. The urban growth of black communities was
a catalyst for this transformation.

Woodard (1999, 23) claims that the early twentieth
century was marked by ‘‘increasing class formation, rapid
urbanization, unprecedented ghetto formation, and anti-
colonial unrest.’’ Moreover, he argues (1999, 6) that as
blacks migrated to the North, they were not absorbed
into white America; instead they developed a distinct
national culture and consciousness. Black ghetto forma-
tion generated a new black ethos and contributed to an
unprecedented degree of black nationalism in the urban
areas. Nevertheless, black separatism remained limited to
locally oriented small-scale group efforts in large metro-
politan areas during the 1940s and 1950s. This pattern
would change though with the rapid growth of the Na-
tion of Islam and especially the orations of Malcolm X.

The Nation of Islam1 was founded in the 1930s by
Wallace Fard. Coming from an economically depressed
area of Detroit, Michigan, Fard began preaching to black
working-class citizens. Known as the Prophet, he pro-
claimed that Christianity was a European religion that
oppressed blacks. In its place, Fard espoused an unor-
thodox form of Islam. An early devotee to Fard’s
movement was Elijah Poole, a migrant from rural
Georgia. Poole, who changed his name to Elijah Mu-
hammad, became the spiritual leader of the Nation after
Fard mysteriously disappeared in 1934; he controlled the
movement until his death in 1975. It was the activities of
Malcolm X, though, that catapulted the Nation of Islam
into national prominence and subsequently spurred an
intensification of black separatism (see Sales 1994; De-
Caro 1998; Natambu 2002).

Malcolm X was born on 19 May 1925 in Omaha,
Nebraska.2 He was the fourth child of his mother, Louise
Norton, who was an immigrant from Grenada, and the
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seventh child of his father, Earl Little, a reverend and
native of Reynolds, Georgia. Both of Malcolm’s parents
were active in Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro Im-
provement Association, a fact that certainly influenced
the political thinking of Malcolm in his later years. As a
civil rights’ activist, Malcolm X’s adamant stance against
integration and his demands for separation resonated
strongly in the urban communities of New York, Boston,
and Detroit. Moreover, these ideas forcefully expound-
ed not so much those of Elijah Muhammad and the
Nation of Islam but Malcolm X’s own political ideologies
(see Tyner 2003; Tyner and Kruse 2004). As discussed
below, the writings of Malcolm X provided a catalyst
for the territorial claims of the Black Power Move-
ment, and especially the Black Panther Party, of the
1960s and 1970s.

Placing the Black Panther Party

The Civil Rights Movement was profoundly local.
Many of the northern struggles of the Civil Rights
Movement, for example, were urban-based; accordin-
gly, housing and public services became crucial sites of
struggle in cities, somewhat different battlegrounds than
in the southern states (Theoharis 2003, 9). In the north,
activists were largely fighting de facto segregation as
manifested in discriminatory housing and educational
policies (Back 2003; Theoharis 2003). Different targets,
however, require different techniques. Southern-based
strategies not infrequently were inadequate or misplaced
in confronting prejudicial de facto policies such as ger-
rymandering and school site selection. As Jones and
Jeffries (1998, 25) write, by 1966 ‘‘it was clear that the
traditional civil rights organizations were unable to alter
the systemic forces that adversely impacted the lives of
African American people, particularly in the northern
urban settings.’’

Black communities in the North, far from being in
disarray and plagued by dysfunction, waged a protracted
fight for justice and equity but constantly had to contend
with theories and policies that blamed them for their
condition (Theoharis 2003, 7). Theoharis explains that
rural, southern African Americans were seen as em-
blematic of long-suffering struggles, whereas the urban-
based African Americans were portrayed—in the media,
in academia—as pathological. She contends, for exam-
ple, that ‘‘the activism of welfare mothers disappears
from view because they cannot hold [a] place of
American hero and symbol of national progress.’’

Many urban-based movements, moreover, were led
by college-educated African Americans who grew up in
northern and western ghettos. Woodard (1999), for ex-

ample, writes of an ‘‘emerging black intelligentsia,’’ and
Elbaum (2002, 28) documents that a ‘‘host of new Black
student organizations . . . emerged on campus, and hy-
brid combinations of nationalism and socialism became
a powerful ideological force among Black college stu-
dents.’’ Significantly, these student-led movements of
women and men transformed the urban politics of the
Civil Rights Movement. The Black Panther Party was
one such movement, and Bobby Seale and Huey New-
ton, cofounders of the Black Panther Party, should be
viewed as grassroots activists who achieved national and
international prominence through their local activities.

Originally named the Black Panther Party for Self-
Defense, the Party was founded in 1966. As described
by Seale (1991, 78), ‘‘Huey and I sat there . . . and began
a revolutionary party, knowing that the program was not
just something we had thought up.’’ Rather, Newton and
Seale viewed their program as a continuation of earlier
African American movements that grappled with op-
pression and exploitation. In October 1966, Newton (as
the Party’s Minister of Defense and theoretician) and
Seale (as Party Chairman) specified the ten-point Plat-
form and Program of the Black Panther Party. Demands
included freedom; full employment for blacks; an end to
capitalist exploitation of the black community; decent
housing; education, including African-American-based
education; exemption from military service; an end to
police brutality; freedom for black prisoners; fair repre-
sentation in trials; and, ultimately, ‘‘land, bread, housing,
education, clothing, justice, and peace’’ (see Newton
2002, 55–56). As Newton (2002, 249) would later ex-
plain, ‘‘Once ‘emancipated’, U.S. blacks—who were
neither owners nor workers in the Marxist sense of the
terms—were shoved into ghettos, where they were given
neither reparations for years of institutional chattel
slavery nor employment in the new industrial state.’’
Seale (1991, 78) effectively summed up their attitudes:
‘‘The Platform and Program is nothing more than the
400-year-old crying demands of us Black Americans.’’

The Black Panther Party envisioned itself as a ‘‘van-
guard’’ of the people; however, their educational cam-
paigns were locally derived and experientially grounded.
Following the lead of Malcolm X (see Tyner 2003),
Newton and Seale encouraged people to assess their
own experiences and to develop plans accordingly.
Seale (1991, 82) explained, ‘‘I think people, especially
white people, have to come to understand that the
language of the ghetto is a language of its own and as
the party—whose members for the most part come from
the ghetto—seeks to talk to the people, it must speak
the people’s language.’’ Newton followed a similar line of
thought, although he argued that cultural discourses
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were insufficient in fostering structural change. Ad-
dressing the imbrications of politics and culture, Newton
explained (quoted in Foner 1995, 50):

The Black Panther Party, which is a revolutionary group of
black people, realizes that we have to have an identity. We
have to realize our black heritage in order to give us strength
to move and progress. But as far as returning to the old African
culture, it’s unnecessary and it’s not advantageous in many
respects. We believe that culture itself will not liberate us.

The Black Panther Party, therefore, did not emerge as
a cultural nationalist group, nor a variant of Pan-Afri-
canism; rather, the Party was a founded initially as a
grassroots organization formed to address local concerns.
Consequently, the Black Panther Party was generally
more receptive to forming alliances with other nonblack
groups and organizations. It formed coalitions (Jones and
Jeffries 1998, 31–32), for example, with the Peace and
Freedom Party and the White Panther Party (a college-
student-based radical organization with headquarters in
Ann Arbor, Michigan); it worked with the Brown Berets
(a Chicano leftist organization in southern California),
the Young Lords (a Puerto Rican group in Chicago and
New York), and the Red Guard Party (a Chinese-
American revolutionary group located in the Oakland
Bay area). The Party also established connections with
both the women’s liberation and gay liberation move-
ments (Jones and Jeffries 1998).3

Ideologically, the Black Panther Party drew inspiration
from a variety of sources. Newton and Seale were in-
formed by the writings of Frantz Fanon, Mao Zedong,
and Ernesto Guevara largely because they ‘‘saw them as
kinsmen. . . . We believed it was necessary to know how
they gained their freedom in order to go about getting
ours’’ (Newton 2002, 50). It was critical, however, for
these political ideologies to be adapted to the particu-
larities of the urban-based black communities. Newton
(2002, 50) wrote that ‘‘we did not want merely to import
ideas and strategies; we had to transform what we
learned into principles and methods acceptable to the
brothers on the block.’’ Eventually the Black Panther
Party developed a broad socialist program influenced also
by the ideas of Mao Zedong, Mikhail Bakunin, V. I.
Lenin, Kwame Nkrumah, and Kim Il Sung.

Arguably, though, no source of inspiration was greater
to the initial political thought of the Black Panther Party
than were the writings and speeches of Malcolm X.
Both Newton (2002) and Seale (1991) have written
about the influence of Malcolm X on their own political
philosophies. Newton, for instance, explained that ‘‘the
Black Panther Party exists in the spirit of Malcolm’’

(2002, 51), and Seale began his book Seize the Time
(1991) with a story of his learning of Malcolm X’s as-
sassination in 1965.

The significance of Malcolm X for the Black Panther
Party is a combination of Malcolm X’s black urban roots
and his concomitant urban-based territorial politics. Prior
to his death, Malcolm X advocated a program of black
liberation that spanned the local-global continuum. He
argued that escape from oppression and exploitation for
African Americans would only occur when all peoples of
the world were liberated from unequal power structures.
Local strategies, however, were required; namely, it was
imperative for communities to reconnect, to establish a
sense of place while remaining cognizant of a global sense
of humanity. As explained by Malcolm X in 1964: ‘‘As
long as we think . . . that we should get Mississippi
straightened out before we worry about the Congo, you’ll
never get Mississippi straightened out. . . . We have to
realize what part our struggle has in the over-all world
struggle’’ (1965, 90). For Malcolm X, the connection
between the struggles of blacks with other oppressed
peoples of the world was central to his political thought.
This was a spatial connection fundamental to his move
from a focus on ‘‘civil rights’’ to one of ‘‘human rights.’’

The Spaces of the Black Panther Party

Action and intervention must be approached from
a position of contextualized processes as opposed to a
stable, rigid conception of scale. Swyngedouw (1997), for
example, argues that the ontological priority for a proc-
ess-based view removes the necessity of using either the
global or the local as a starting point for analysis. Spatial
scale has to be theorized as something that is produced, a
process that is always deeply heterogeneous, conflicted,
and contested (Swyngedouw 1997). This point has
profound implications for an understanding of the Civil
Rights Movement in general, and forms of black power
in particular. In this section I employ Kevin Cox’s con-
ception of spaces of dependency and spaces of engage-
ment. Cox makes this distinction to provide an under-
standing of local politics that recognizes its local
contingency. This understanding of a politics of scale is
thus critical to my project, given that Newton and Seale
conceived of the Black Panther Party in response to their
localized experiences of exploitation and oppression.

Spaces of dependency, as defined by Cox (1998),
consist of more-or-less localized social relations upon
which people depend for the realization of essential in-
terests. In other words, such spaces ‘‘define place-specific
conditions for our material well being and our sense
of significance’’ (Cox 1998, 2). ‘‘Local’’ knowledge of
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‘‘local’’ conditions figures prominently in these spaces of
dependency. This assertion speaks to the regional civil
rights strategies employed throughout the United States,
which, as discussed below, were adopted by Newton,
Seale, and other members of the Black Panther Party
based on particular knowledges of their urban black
communities. Indeed, as existing research indicates, the
various Black Panther Party chapters that emerged
in cities such as Oakland, Los Angeles, New York,
and Seattle all reflected localized adaptations to localiz-
ed conditions.

In contrast, spaces of engagement consist of those
spaces in which the politics of securing a space of de-
pendence unfolds (Cox 1998, 2). Accordingly, the at-
tempt by people, firms, or agencies to secure the
conditions for their spaces of dependence are contingent
on other sociospatial relations. Cox (1998, 4) explains
that ‘‘typically agents are participants in a much more
spatially extensive—or perhaps even restrictive—set of
exchange relations than those contained within the
bounds of a particular place.’’ He concludes (Cox 1998,
7) that ‘‘The ability to realize [local interests] is critically
conditioned by the ability to exercise territorial power.
The goal is to control the actions and interactions of
others both within and between respective spaces of de-
pendence; the means is control over a geographic area.’’

The political ideology of the Black Panther Party, and
especially that of Huey Newton, was not static. Indeed,
the evolving political thought of the Black Panther entails
four ‘‘moments’’: black nationalist, revolutionary nation-
alist, revolutionary internationalist, and intercommunal-
ist (see Hayes and Kiene 1998). There is an explicit
spatiality to the transformation of the Black Panther’s
political thought. Moreover, these changes may be cap-
tured through a focus on their ‘‘spaces of dependence’’
and ‘‘spaces of engagement.’’ Specifically, I argue that
these ‘‘moments’’ are best conceived of as different spaces
of engagement. The changing material practices within
the spaces of dependence are more clearly viewed as
contingent to expanded sociospatial relations.

From its inception, the Black Panther Party identified
a localized space of dependence circumscribed by the
black urban ghetto. The concerns of both Newton and
Seale were those of community residents. Seale (1991)
wrote that in the beginning he and Newton would talk
with other African Americans about the conditions of
the community. Seale drew heavily from his experiences
of teaching Black American history at the North Oak-
land Neighborhood Anti-Poverty Center. He explains that
‘‘I tried to get them . . . to think in ways related to black
people in the black community surviving and black people
in the black community unifying’’ (Seale 1991, 35).

It is not surprising that such locally-based, locally-
derived programs were focused on the everyday level of
the street. Neighborhood programs (later renamed
‘‘survival programs’’) were contingent on local condi-
tions and thus designed to satisfy the immediate needs
and concerns of community residents. Specific programs
included petitioning for community control of the police,
teaching Black history classes, promoting tenant and
welfare rights, establishing ‘‘health clinics,’’ and inves-
tigating incidents of police brutality (see Abron 1998;
Jones and Jeffries 1998). During Bobby Seale’s 1972–
1973 mayoral campaign, for example, the Black Panther
Party initiated the Seniors Against a Fearful Environ-
ment (S.A.F.E.) program. According to Abron (1998,
180), the Black Panther Party learned that nearly half of
the victims of strong-arm robbery and purse snatching
were over the age of fifty. Consequently, the Panthers
provided free transportation and an escort service for
elderly residents. Through the S.A.F.E. program the
Black Panther Party also successfully lobbied the Oak-
land City Housing Authority to make major repairs and
clean up a low-income residence for senior citizens in
downtown Oakland (Abron 1998, 180–81).

The safety of children was also a prime concern. In
early 1967, the Black Panther Party lobbied for the in-
stallation of a traffic light at the corner of 55th and
Market in Oakland ‘‘because kids were getting hurt and
killed regularly on that corner’’ (Seale 1991, 99). In Seize
the Time, for example, Seale (1991) describes a series of
accidents he witnessed at the intersection, located near
the North Oakland Poverty Center where he worked.
Newton assembled a petition and submitted the request
to the Oakland City Council. Informed that a traffic
light could not be installed until late 1968, Newton
continued to insist on the installation of a light until it
was installed in October 1967.

Other practices enacted by the Black Panther Party
for children’s safety and welfare included ‘‘Free Break-
fasts for Children’’ programs, ‘‘Free Clothing for Chil-
dren’’ rallies, and ‘‘Free Food and Shoe’’ programs. In
1968 several Bay Area branches of the Black Panther
Party, as well as the Seattle branch, established free
breakfast programs. As described by Abron (1998, 182),

Party chapters . . . offered breakfast at multiple sites. Teams
of Panthers served a no frill breakfast consisting of eggs,
grits, toast, and bacon to children before the school day
started. Community churches, nationwide, hosted the
Party’s breakfast programs. . . . [Panther] members solicited
financial contributions from community residents and food
donations from local businesses . . . [and] parents and other
community residents volunteered to help implement
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the program. In 1969 Bobby Seale issued an organizational

directive making this survival program mandatory.

The first, and perhaps the most controversial, survival
program, however, was the police-alert patrol (Abron
1998, 179–80). This program involved armed Panther
members who patrolled the streets and, in effect, mon-
itored police activities. Strategically, these patrols satis-
fied a number of objectives. Consistent with the Party’s
self-proclaimed vanguard role and concomitant emphasis
on political education, the patrols were conceived as
strategies of recruitment and information dissemination.
As explained by Newton, ‘‘[since we were] interested
primarily in educating and revolutionizing the commu-
nity, we needed to get their attention and give them
something to identify with’’ (Newton 2002, 58). Aware
of other organized citizen patrols that observed the po-
lice, Newton recognized that armed patrols offered
unique opportunities. He concluded that ‘‘We hoped
that by raising encounters to a higher level, by patrolling
the police with arms, we would see a change in their
behavior’’ (Newton 2002, 58).

Recruitment was directed toward those people New-
ton and Seale felt were most oppressed and exploited:
the lumpenproletariat (see Booker 1998). In line with
their reading of both Fanon and Malcolm X, Newton
and Seale specifically targeted those ‘‘on the streets.’’ As
Seale (1991, 64) recalls, ‘‘We talked to brothers and
sisters in colleges, in high schools, who were on parole,
on probation, who’d been in jails, who’d just gotten out
of jail, and brothers and sisters who looked like they were
on their way to jail.’’ The failure of other Black political
organizations, reasoned Newton, was that they failed ‘‘to
recruit and involve the very people they professed to
represent—the poor people in the community who never
went to college, probably were not even able to finish
high school’’ (Newton 2002, 46).

The armed patrols were also intended to promote a
sense of cohesiveness throughout the community.
Newton reasoned that ‘‘By standing up to the police as
equals, even holding them off, and yet remaining within
the law, we had demonstrated Black pride to the com-
munity in a concrete way.’’ He concluded that the armed
patrols ‘‘created a feeling of solidarity’’ (2002, 67)

The most significant reason for the patrols, however,
was to counter the perceived police brutality that existed
in the black communities of Oakland. Theoretically,
these patrols are significant in that they speak to the
material and spatial practices embedded in urban
struggles. Foucault (1979, 141) asserted that discipline
proceeds from the distribution of individuals in space,
and is exercised through controlling mechanisms,
including surveillance. Within urban areas, police de-

partments frequently exercise power through such
mechanisms. For example, Herbert’s (1994, 10) study of
police behavior in Los Angeles illustrates that ‘‘the
control of space’’ is ‘‘a fundament of overall police efforts
at social control.’’ He continues (1994, 11) that many
police strategies to create public order involve enacting
boundaries and restricting access; police power rests
upon a political geography. It was this aspect of the
armed patrols that was most threatening, for the visible
presence of armed blacks challenged the status quo in
their attempt to reclaim the space of the ghetto. Ac-
cording to Newton (2002, 49), ‘‘We had seen the Oak-
land police and the California Highway Patrol begin to
carry their shotguns in full view as another way of
striking fear into the community. We had seen all this,
and we recognized that the rising consciousness of Black
people was almost at the point of explosion.’’ Seale
(1991, 65) elaborates:

We have to defend ourselves against [the police] because
they are breaking down our doors, shooting black brothers
on the streets, and brutalizing sisters on the head. [The
police] are wearing guns mostly to intimidate the people
from forming organizations to really get our basic political
desires and needs answered. The power structure uses the
fascist police against people moving for freedom and liber-
ation. It keeps our people divided, but the program will be
what we unite the people around and to teach our people
self-defense.

The armed patrols, not surprisingly, intensified the
existing tension between the police and the Black Pan-
ther Party. A series of showdowns and confrontations
between members of the Black Panthers and members of
the police resulted from these practices (see Seale 1991,
125–32). In April 1967, for example, twenty-two-year-
old Denzil Dowell was shot to death by a white deputy
sheriff in Richmond, California. At the request of Do-
well’s family, the Black Panther Party conducted an in-
vestigation of the killing. They discovered a number of
questionable shootings by the Richmond sheriff’s de-
partment, including those of two black men who had
been killed in North Richmond in December of 1966.

Huey Newton decided to stage a public rally in an
attempt to reclaim the streets both symbolically and
physically. Bobby Seale (1991, 136) recalls that, ac-
cording to Newton, ‘‘we were going to have a rally . . . to
tell the people it was necessary for us to arm ourselves for
self-defense. The public protest was held at the corner of
Third and Chesley.’’ As described by Bobby Seale (1991,
139), there were ‘‘twenty Panthers out there armed with
guns, disciplined, standing thirty or forty feet apart, on
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every corner of the intersection.’’ Members of the Pan-
thers explained to onlookers how Dowell had been killed
by the police, and that blacks must begin to unify and
organize with guns and force. Later, the police arrived to
disperse the crowd of about 300, resulting in a tense
showdown with the Black Panther members. A second
Richmond rally was held, with about 300 to 400 people
gathered. Newton’s strategy was to block the streets
and then inform the crowds that the Black Panther
Party was attempting to protect the communities from
police brutality.

Consequently, Oakland representative Donald Mul-
ford introduced a bill ‘‘prohibiting the carrying of fire-
arms on one’s person or in a vehicle in any public place
or on any public street.’’ The ensuing legislative maneu-
vering revealed the dialectics of spatial struggle and laws.
Newton (2002, 68) explains that ‘‘We knew how the
system operated. If we used the laws in our own interest
and against theirs, then the power structure would
simply change the laws.’’ In reaction to the proposed
‘‘Panther Bill,’’ Newton prepared a statement, Executive
Mandate Number One, to be read by Seale and twenty-
nine other members of the Black Panther Party at the
State Capital. Aside from condemning the pending gun
law, the mandate also critiqued the ‘‘racist California
legislature’’ and the ‘‘racist war of genocide
in Vietnam’’ (Newton 1999, 7). Moreover, the mandate
charged that

The enslavement of Black people at the very founding of
this country, the genocide practiced on the American In-
dians and the confinement of the survivors on reservations,
the savage lynching of thousands of Black men and women,
the dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
and now the cowardly massacre in Vietnam all testify to the
fact that toward people of color the racist power structure
of America has but one policy: repression, genocide, terror,
and the big stick.

—(Newton 1999, 7)

The state capital confrontation of 2 May 1967, and
Executive Mandate Number One, encapsulated the
spatial struggles over public space. On one hand, at issue
was a disciplining of society through the control of
space—in this instance, literally, the streets. At the time
the Black Panther Party members were well within their
constitutional rights to carry weapons. These actions,
however, transgressed de facto racial relations. As
McCann (1999) writes of urban struggles, the state
produces and enforces normative definitions of space in
order to maintain the segregation of people. The ’’Pan-
ther Bill’’ is such an example of counterresistance, of a
hegemonic institution rewriting legislation in the face of

resistance. McCann (1999, 171) contends that ‘‘through
their everyday practices, and through more unusual and
dramatic events, . . . groups such as African Americans,
whose lives, histories, and spaces are so often margin-
alized, . . . can challenge the dominant representations
central to [those] space[s].’’ Both the armed patrols, as
everyday practices, and the state capital confrontation
may be read as such. On the other hand, the Black
Panther Party, but especially as personified by Newton,
effectively linked the contemporary repression of African
Americans with a much longer history and geography of
oppression, exploitation, and genocide.

The capital confrontation significantly transformed
the spaces of engagement for the Black Panther Party.
Williams (1998) notes that the sight of armed black men
and women entering a session of the California legisla-
ture had an immediate impact on the image of the Black
Panther Party. It was a calculated risk, one that carried
both positive and negative implications for the Party. On
one hand, the event provided a highly visible forum,
complete with national media coverage. Newton (2002,
67) recalls that other activities of the Black Panther
Party ‘‘were confined to a small area’’ and that they
‘‘wanted Black people throughout the country to know
the Oakland story.’’ This motivation, in part, explains
the visible stance taken at the state capital in Sacram-
ento. On the other hand, their actions led to passage
of an even tougher gun control legislation as well as
increased surveillance and harassment by law enforce-
ment agencies.

We are left with the question of the efficacy of the
spatial strategy as an initial attempt to garner a larger
space of engagement. Shoats (2001, 131), for example,
contends that whereas the ‘‘civil rights leaders needed
this type of exposure to get their message across and to
help protect themselves from the most flagrant abuses,’’
in the urban context this strategy ‘‘was maladaptive in its
application to the Black liberation struggle, which nec-
essarily demanded more clandestine ways of operating.’’
However, given Newton’s conception of the struggle,
which did not necessarily carry over to other members’
opinions, this enlarged space of engagement did make
sense. In particular, Newton began to promote a variant
of revolutionary nationalism, which entailed a greater
emphasis on socialism. Like Malcolm X, who shifted
ideologically in the last year of his life, so too did New-
ton, as the Party’s ‘‘political philosopher,’’ move away
from a predominantly race-based understanding to one
predicated on class divisions. Newton (2002, 185) ex-
plained the early transformations: ‘‘We developed from
just plain nationalists or separatist nationalists into rev-
olutionary nationalists. We said that we joined with all of
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the other people in the world struggling for decoloniza-
tion and nationhood, and called ourselves a ‘dispersed
colony’ because we did not have the geographical con-
centration that other so-called colonies had.’’

Newton desired to transform the struggle over the
black ghetto to a larger stage. A shift from cultural na-
tionalism to revolutionary nationalism was therefore
predicated on a literal, not a metaphorical, view of the
black ghetto as a colonized territory. Social justice,
self-liberation, and self-determination of all oppressed
peoples were to be achieved through a process of de-
colonization. Capturing these sentiments, in 1969 Seale
argued that ‘‘Community imperialism is manifested or
is readily seen with respect to the domestic colonization
of Black, Chicano, Indian, and other non-White peoples
being cooped up in wretched ghettos and/or on Southern
plantations and reservations with the murdering,
fascist, brutalizing pig, occupying the communities and
areas just like a foreign troop occupies territory’’ (see
Foner 1995, 78) Elaborating on the view of black
communities as occupied territories, Seale further ex-
plained that ‘‘I think Black people if we go over the
concrete experiences that we’ve had in America and
what’s going on now against us we can understand ex-
actly what it is to be corralled in wretched ghettoes in
America and look up one day and see numerous po-
licemen occupying our community, and brutalizing us’’
(Foner 1995, 94).

Such a rearticulation of the perspective of black
communities contributed to changing the space of en-
gagement, and translated into different spatial practices.
As a developing revolutionary nationalist, Newton pro-
posed that the Black Panther Party unite with the
world’s oppressed people who struggled for decoloniza-
tion and liberation (Hayes and Kiene 1998, 165). During
this period, Newton and the Black Panther Party ‘‘as-
sumed that people could solve a number of their prob-
lems by becoming nations’’ (Newton 2002, 185).
Consequently, and resonating with Malcolm X’s earlier
geopolitical connections of Mississippi and the Congo,
Seale argued: ‘‘What we have to understand is that right
here at home in America we have to oppose imperialism,
also. That you can’t just fight imperialism, the acts of
imperialism abroad . . . without recognizing community
imperialism here of Black people, Brown people, Red
people and even to the point of protesting students and
radicals and progressive peoples here, in America’’ (Fo-
ner 1995, 94).

It was from a sense of solidarity with other colonized
peoples, and a significant departure from cultural na-
tionalist attitudes, that Newton and Seale determined
that the Panthers should work with White leftists (Hayes

and Kiene 1998, 165). Indeed, it was this ideological
shift, through an expanded space of engagement, that
translated into modified spatial practices such as the
initial biracial alliance in 1967 with the Peace and
Freedom Party.

This shift caused problems with the public ‘‘constit-
uency’’ and other members of the Party. Those espousing
a more rigid and separatist approach—to include both
social and spatial meanings—opposed the formation of
biracial alliances. Although these alliances did provide
material and financial resources, they also entailed a loss
of social capital in the community. Moreover, a shift to
revolutionary nationalism pitted the Black Panther Party
against other black nationalist organizations, such as
Maulana Karenga and his Us organization.

The next major shift occurred in 1970. In the summer
of that year, Newton was released from prison, having
served time for a manslaughter conviction that ulti-
mately was reversed. Reflecting the impact of an in-
creasingly global consciousness, Newton transformed the
ideology of the Black Panther Party to one of revolu-
tionary internationalism (Hayes and Kiene 1998, 169).
Significantly, Newton no longer viewed black commu-
nities as colonies; furthermore, he broadened his space of
engagement to include the territoriality of the United
States. In 1971 Newton explained that ‘‘We in the Black
Panther Party saw that the United States was no longer a
nation. It was something else; it was more than a nation.
It had not only expanded its territorial boundaries, but it
had expanded all of its controls as well. We called it an
empire’’ (2002, 186).

Newton’s operational definition of ‘‘empire’’ is instru-
ctive. An ‘‘empire’’ was ‘‘a nation-state that has trans-
formed itself into a power controlling all of the world’s
lands and people’’ (emphasis in the original). This con-
ception had strategic implications. Around 1971, New-
ton offered the National Liberation Front and the Pro-
visional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam a
number of troops to assist in the fight against American
imperialism; the Party also opened an International Sect-
ion of the Black Panther Party in Algiers on 13 Sep-
tember 1970; and Party members attempted to establish
contact with other liberation movements in North Korea
and China (see Hayes and Kiene 1998, 170).

A redefinition of the United States also necessitated a
conceptual change in understanding the plight of Afri-
can American communities. In December 1972, Newton
(2002, 248) reasoned that ‘‘Black Americans cannot be
said to be colonial subjects, strictly speaking. That would
require the invasion of a sovereign territory by a foreign
force. . . . Instead, blacks in the United States are forced
transplants, having been brought from foreign territory
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as slave labor.’’ Newton’s reasoning, however, was but-
tressed by an additional, more material, component. He
explained that, ‘‘We believe that there are no more
colonies or neocolonies. If a people is colonized, then it
must be possible for them to decolonize and become
what they formerly were. But what happens when the
raw materials are extracted and labor is exploited within
a territory dispersed over the entire globe?’’ Within this
type of totalitarian system, ‘‘the people and the economy
are so integrated into the imperialist empire that it’s
impossible to ‘decolonize,’ to return to the former con-
ditions of existence’’ (Newton 2002, 187).

It was from this conception of the demise of the na-
tion-state that Newton (2002, 187) advocated a position
of intercommunalism: ‘‘We say that the world today is a
dispersed collection of communities. A community is
different from a nation. A community is a small unit with
a comprehensive collection of institutions that exist to
serve a small group of people.’’ For Newton, therefore,
intercommunalism implied a situation whereby sover-
eign borders were no longer recognized. Oppressed
‘‘nations’’ no longer existed, but were replaced by op-
pressed ‘‘communities.’’ In so doing, Newton viewed the
problem as one of totalitarian globalization, dominated
by a single superpower, the United States. Indeed, in his
geopolitical worldview, the Soviet Union was rendered
impotent. In 1972, Newton explained that the arms and
trade agreements between the United States and the
Soviet Union made clear the superiority of the United
States. He concluded that ‘‘all [the Soviet Union] can
do is whimper like whipped dogs and talk about peaceful
co-existence so that they will not be destroyed. This
presents the world with the hard fact that the United
States is the only state power in the world. Russia has
become, like all other nations, no more than a satellite of
the United States’’ (Newton 2002, 260–61).

Spatially, I suggest that Newton’s appreciation of a
communal perspective is predicated on his experiences
of growing up in the black urban ghettos of Oakland. In
discussing his conception of intercommunalism, for ex-
ample, Newton (2002, 197) explained that when people
control the productive and institutional units of society,
‘‘they will have a more rather than less conscious rela-
tionship to the material world—people, plants, books,
machines, media, everything—in which they live. They
will have power, that is, they will control the phenomena
around them and make it act in some desired manner,
and they will know their own real desires.’’ This attitude
toward communalism resonates with Newton’s earlier
statements regarding African American communities. In
1969, for example, he explained that ‘‘Because [African
Americans] lack political power, Black people are not

free’’ (Foner 1995, 45). The formation of the Black
Panther Party occurred, therefore, because ‘‘We began
. . . by checking around with the street brothers. We
asked them if they would be interested in forming the
Black Panther Party for Self-Defense, which would be
based upon defending the community against the ag-
gression of the power structure, including the military
and the armed might of the police’’ (Newton 2002, 53)

Put into practice, Newton believed that a program of
intercommunalism would foster a nonoppressive and
nonexploitative system in which a new ‘‘identity’’ could
be forged among all peoples. As he argued,

When the people seize the means of production, when they
seize the mass media and so forth, you will still have racism.
But the fact that the people will be in control of all the
productive and institutional units of society—not only the
factories, but the media too—will enable them to start
solving these contradictions. It will produce new values,
new identities; it will mold a new and essentially human
culture as the people resolve old conflicts based on cultural
and economic conditions.

—(Newton 2002, 197)

By 1972, Newton believed, though certainly not all
members of the Black Panther Party agreed, that
African Americans occupied a liminal geographic space.4

African Americans were neither members of the United
States nor of Africa. He explained: ‘‘Tied only histori-
cally to Africa, they can lay no real claim to territory in
the U.S. or Africa. . . . U.S. blacks form not a subjugated
colony but an oppressed community inside the larger
boundaries’’ (2002, 253). This reasoning led Newton to
conclude that Pan-Africanism and black cultural na-
tionalism were insufficient as programs for liberation. He
argued (2002, 253–54) that Pan-Africanism ‘‘fails to
encompass the unique situation of black Americans’’
since ‘‘Black Americans have only the cultural and social
customs that have evolved from centuries of oppres-
sion.’’ Although we may argue that Newton failed to
grasp fully the implications of a diasporic perspective, we
should also acknowledge that he understood that solu-
tions were to be found in localized responses to global
processes:

If it is agreed that the fundamental nature of oppression is
economic, then the first assault by the oppressed must be to
wrestle economic control from the hands of the oppressors.
If we define the prime character of the oppression of blacks
as racial, then the situation of economic exploitation of
human being by human being can be continued if per-
formed by blacks against blacks or blacks against whites. If,
however, we are speaking of eliminating exploitation and
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oppression, then the oppressed must begin with a united,
worldwide thrust along the lines of oppressed versus op-
pressor.

—(Newton 2002, 254–55)

To work effectively within the communal spaces of
dependence, Newton believed that it was imperative to
enlarge the spaces of engagement. Ultimately, he saw no
other solution than a socialist revolution. When Newton
and Seale founded the Black Panther Party, they were
motivated by ‘‘trying to solve some of the ideological
problems of the Black movement’’ and to explain ‘‘why
no Black political organization had succeeded’’ (Newton
2002, 45). Five years later, Newton perceived the Black
revolution as ‘‘the vanguard of the world revolution’’:

We believe that black Americans are the first real inter-
nationalists. . . . We are internationalists because we have
been internationally dispersed by slavery, and we can easily
identify with other people in other cultures. Because of
slavery, we never really felt attached to the nation in the
same way that the peasant was attached to the soil in
Russia. We are always a long way from home.

—(Newton 2002, 193)

The shifting ideological positions of the Black Panther
Party, as espoused largely by Newton, were not received
uncontested. Umoja (2001, 14), for example, contends
that many Panthers in New York disagreed with New-
ton’s ideological shift away from black nationalism; very
few understood his abstract theory of imperialism. Hayes
and Kiene (1998, 172) likewise argue that the ‘‘rapidly
advancing character of Newton’s and the Panthers’
thinking proved problematic. Often ideological shifts
were not accompanied by sufficient political education
so that rank-and-file Panthers could understand fully the
new set of ideas.’’ Eldridge Cleaver favored a more re-
strictive space of engagement and advocated an ‘‘offen-
sive’’ mode directed at police forces within the United
States. Newton, however, maintained that the best
strategy lay in a more expansive space of engagement.
Particular spatial practices likewise contributed to splits
within the Party. Newton’s open communiqué to the
North Vietnamese government that he would make
Party members available to fight in the conflict against
U.S. forces angered other members who were upset be-
cause Newton was not pressing the armed conflict within
the United States (see Shoats 2001, 135). In short, we
are left with Henderson’s (2001) argument that the
Black Panther Party’s attempt to organize the most dis-
organized group in the United States—the lumpenpro-
letariat—combined with a diverse array of ideologies

(e.g., Mao, Guevara, Fanon) was problematic. Hender-
son (2001, 204) concludes that ‘‘the people required
examples more consistent with their own experiences.’’
Thus, although Newton attempted to resolve this epis-
temological obstacle, the linkages among the material
spaces of dependency were often obfuscated when
framed within his more expansive spaces of engagement.

Concluding Remarks

Although geographers have made substantial contri-
butions to the understanding of spatial struggles within
urban areas, little research in the discipline has explicitly
considered the contestations of urban-based African
American movements, especially those that fall under
the rubric of ‘‘Black Power’’ (though see Wilson 2000).
This lack is symptomatic of larger omissions in the study
of the Black Power Movement. As Joseph (2001, 13) has
noted, ‘‘the Black Power Movement’s influence on labor,
poor people, urban uprisings, and community control
movements require further study.’’ However, we need to
‘‘know how black political radicalism differed and con-
verged, dependent on geographical location, political
organizations, and historical circumstances.’’ As Mat-
thews (1998, 267–68) has pointed out,

The issues raised by the Black Panther Party remain salient
for Black communities at the turn of the twenty-first cen-
tury. Economic conditions for the majority of Black people
have declined since the late sixties in large measure as a
consequence of structural adjustment programs in ad-
vanced capitalism in response to global competition and
the shift from industrial to service-based economies, all of
which undermine the security and safety of workers glo-
bally. The social consequences of these changes, including
more sophisticated and insidious forms of racism and sex-
ism, demand not only new responses, but also a closer in-
vestigation of and learning from past practices of collective,
organized resistance.

Through an employment of scalar politics and terri-
toriality, this article has examined the urban spatial
politics of the Black Panther Party. Active between 1966
and 1982, the Black Panther Party transformed libera-
tion struggles not only in the United States, but around
the world (see Jones and Jeffries 1998; Clemons and
Jones 2001). Indeed, as Clemons and Jones (2001, 38)
conclude, ‘‘a small black nationalist organization from
the slums of west Oakland, California, with fewer than
fifty members, developed into one of the most significant
actors of the global insurgency of the late 1960s.’’ Cru-
cially, a scalar territorial politics was at the core of the
Black Panther’s political philosophy. Progressing from
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localized concerns to a conception of global intercom-
munalism, the doctrine of the Black Power Party ‘‘rep-
resented an effort by a generation of young, dispossessed,
and defiant Black Americans to formulate a theory and
practice of fundamental social transformation’’ (Hayes
and Kiene 1998, 172). Moreover, the Black Panther
Party attempted to combine their political philosophy
with material programs. Philosophically, however, New-
ton’s enlargement of the spaces of engagement proved
troubling, as he was unable to reconnect with members
of the community once he had shifted scales.

In their newspapers and other promotional literature,
the Black Panther Party called on its members to ‘‘defend
the ghetto.’’ Huey Newton, Bobby Seale, and others
viewed the struggle for civil rights as a spatial con-
testation for social justice. Through an extension of
the radical lead provided largely by Malcolm X, the
Black Panther Party attempted to remake their urban
environments.

What are the geographical implications of the urban
politics of the Black Panther Party? On the one hand,
Black Panther Party branches based their survival pro-
grams on the immediate needs and concerns of their
respective communities. In this strategy, the political
thought of the Party did not exist as distant, abstract
ideas, but was translated into material practices with a
direct relevance to the residents. The Black Panther
Party was consonant with other ‘‘Black geographies’’ in
rethinking the underpinnings of black oppressions.
These struggles situate ‘‘Black geographies’’ materially,
ideologically, and experientially; in so doing, they pro-
vide alternative framings of social justice that are not
fixed to particular territories. Thus, the geopolitical
thought of the Black Panthers, and others such as
Malcolm X, demonstrates a particular human geography
that is predicated on the respatialization and rep-
oliticization of urban space. On the other hand, however,
the evolving geopolitical thought of Newton did not
necessarily translate into immediate and effective ma-
terial practices. Henderson (2001, 203) argues, ‘‘In its
rejection of the revolutionary role of cultural transfor-
mation, the BPP was distancing itself not only from
revolutionary practice but from the core of the black
liberation movement itself.’’ Henderson further suggests
that through the use of a ‘‘revolutionary compass grafted
from foreign struggles that were not oriented to the
demands of the United States political economy’’ and by
‘‘eschewing black nationalism for intercommunalism’’
the Black Panther Party ‘‘dislodged themselves from the
very basis of their support in the black community’’
(Henderson 2001, 207). This interpretation posits a la-
tent tension in the imbrication of spaces of dependency

and spaces of engagement. Without a corresponding
material practice, a globalized discourse may sound
hollow on the everyday street level.
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Notes

1. For more detailed histories of the Nation of Islam, see Marsh
(2000).

2. For biographies of Malcolm X, see Breitman (1968); Gold-
man (1979); Wolfenstein (1989); Clarke (1990); Sales
(1994); DeCaro (1996, 1998); Natambu (2002). For geo-
graphic perspectives on Malcolm X, see Tyner (2003, 2005)
and Tyner and Kruse (2004).

3. The gender ideology of the Black Panther Party, both as
formally stated and as exemplified by organizational practice,
was as critical to its daily functioning as was the Party’s
analysis of race and class dynamics in black communities
(Matthews 1998, 268). Bobby Seale, in particular, was highly
critical of cultural nationalists, such as Maulana Karenga’s
Los Angeles-based Us organization. For Seale, the link be-
tween racism and sexism was that both were practices of
domination that fed upon each other, an idea that may be
derived from Malcolm X’s later views (see Matthews 1998,
273; see also Tyner 2005). For further discussions, see also
Angela Davis’s (1974) autobiography and essays by LeBlanc-
Ernest (1998) and Jennings (1998).

4. Newton’s reference to the ‘‘liminal’’ geographic space is in
direct reference to W. E .B. Du Bois’s (1903) The Souls of
Black Folk. Du Bois had argued that blacks in the United
States were neither African nor American. Newton’s refer-
ence to Du Bois’ ‘‘double consciousness’’ is important be-
cause it establishes a continuity between himself (Newton)
and a longer history of black radical thought, including the
ideas of Malcolm X. In particular, these ideas of liminality
raise serious concerns about blackness, belonging, and citi-
zenship.
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